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My Holiday by Anna Maria T 

On the 9th of March 2011 I went to Queensland. I arrived by plane. 

 

I stayed at a hotel.  During the day I swam in the pool at the hotel  

 

I went out to the shops and I bought a journal to write about my holiday.   

 

I had a rest on the bed. I went to the beach when it was warmer and we went to the room I read a book 

and later went to the zoo.     

 

       
 

Anna Maria T 20  12 2011 
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OUR VISIT TO MONET’S GARDEN IN GIVERNY, FRANCE ON 3rd AUGUST 

1993 by Cheryl F 

One of the highlights of our trip to Europe in 1993 was a visit to Monet’s Garden in Giverny, during the 

month we spent in France.  I have a love of gardens and having just spent a few weeks in England visiting 

some of the most beautiful gardens there, I was looking forward to seeing one of the most famous 

gardens in the world in France that my partner John and I both longed to visit.  John is an artist and 

therefore has a great knowledge of Monet and his art, while I, for many years since an injury to my neck 

and arm in 1983, have a self taught knowledge of gardens.  Back home in Australia I have spent many 

pleasurable hours in our tiny garden creating a little haven which has given me much peace and joy.  As I 

had in my past travels visited Bali numerous times, I have created a Balinese style garden with statues 

and fountains and of course filling it up over the years with all the plants that I love - azaleas,  Malaysian 

rhododendrons, maples, orchids, bamboo, palms and ferns - all in pots!!!  Therefore, this time spent in 

some of the world’s most beautiful gardens in Europe meant a lot to me.    

Claude Monet, an impressionist painter of the 19th century, revolutionized painting in the 1870s.  The 

son of a grocer, Monet, despite his family’s disapproval, insisted he was an artist and started to sketch 

the world around him.   He was most famous for his paintings of his gardens in Giverny, in particular 

those of his water lilies and Japanese Bridge.  He moved to Giverny, 50 miles from Paris, with his family 

in 1883 and settled there till his death in 1926.  It was in this home that he created a beautiful garden 

from which he drew inspiration for many of his paintings.  Monet’s garden is like a painting – full of 

colour and movement and it has become a living monument to him.  Throughout the garden there are 

splashes of colour in a carefully composed design.  

There are two parts to Monet’s Garden: a flower garden in 

front of his house called “The Clos Normand” (The Norman 

Garden), covering an area of 2 ½ acres and his Japanese- 

inspired Water Garden on the other side of the road which he 

created 10 years later when he bought and extended his land.  

The two parts contrast and complement each other.   He had 

plenty of colourful plants in the front, like a cottage garden 

and  his tranquil  Water Garden filled with water lilies was 

inspired by his Japanese prints of which he was an avid 

collector.  At first Monet and his family did most of the 

gardening themselves but later he hired up to seven gardeners 

to keep up with the intensive work as he kept extending his 

garden.  There are up to 100,000 plants that are replanted and replaced every year and up to 100,000 

perennials.  Towards the end of his life in 1912, Monet sadly began to go blind with cataracts.  However, 

during this time he kept painting on larger canvases with fewer details, using nature for his subject 

instead of the famous water lilies. 
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It took us a while to reach Giverny from Paris and we got quite lost 

getting there even though it was only 50 miles away.  As we 

entered the front garden we were met with a spectacular sight!  A 

landscape filled with the brightest cottage garden flowers planted 

with gay abandon!  I was moved to tears, overwhelmed by the 

absolute beauty of it.  In front of the house, against the pink walls 

and green shutters of his beautiful home, were rows of red and 

pink geranium garden beds with standard roses interspersed 

amongst them.  Geraniums are the most popular summer flower 

in France as they are so disease resistant, easy to grow, long 

flowering and colourful!  Apparently, they are replanted every 

May in Monet’s Garden and blossom for many months.  There was 

a series of iron arches covered with pink and red climbing roses and below these was a carpet of orange 

nasturtiums!  Against the back fence were rows of standard roses and climbing roses with a mass 

planting of cottage flowers underneath such as gladioli, dahlias, lilies, bush roses, sunflowers and sweet 

peas just to name a few!   We were very impressed with the espaliering of apple trees on the lower part 

of the side fence and peach trees up higher giving it structure to the mass of colourful flowers against it.  

John and I then walked through to the Water 

Garden which in contrast was so peaceful and 

serene.  Inspired by the tranquil scenes from the 

Japanese prints he collected, Monet diverted a 

nearby river to form a large pond, planted willows 

and bamboo on the shore, filled the pond with 

water lilies and crossed it with a wooden footbridge 

(the now famous Japanese Bridge depicted in many 

of his paintings)  covering it with wisteria!  He 

painted this scene at various times of the day, 

exploring different colour schemes.  At the time of 

the year we saw the garden there was no wisteria 

in bloom however it was still very beautiful.  After 

1900, this vista became his main source of inspiration.  Towards the latter part of his life he told a visitor 

to his studio “It took me some time to understand my water lilies. I planted them purely for pleasure; I 

grew them with no thought of painting them.  A landscape takes more than a day to get under your skin.  

And then, all at once, I had the revelation – how wonderful my pond was – and reached for my palette.  

I’ve hardly had any other subject since that moment”1.   Several of his Water Lily series are in his house 

and also in the “Orangery” in Paris where his most famous water lily painting fills the entire room. 

Together with John’s expert knowledge of Monet and his art, visiting this artist’s garden was definitely 

one of the highlights of our European trip.   When the time came to leave I literally had to drag myself 

away with the feeling that this is truly a “Garden of Love”.  
 

Cheryl F, 20 December 2011 

  

                                                             
1
 Stephan Koja, Claude Monet, Osterreichische  Galerie-Belvedere, Vienna, 1996, p.146 
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“We owe a lot to the 

Indians, who taught us how 

to count, without which no 

worthwhile scientific 

discovery could have been 

made” 

 

Albert Einstein 

My India by Colin M 

In India my country of birth, among one billion people lived a small community called Anglo Indians. I, as 
one of them, lived in a small country town called Kagoal.  
 
We lived a very simple life which helped us to survive at a very dangerous time when in 1947 British rule 
ended.  Hindu Muslim killings started until Pakistan was created out on Indian territory, we the Anglo 
Indians were offered the Andamin Islands to which our leaders at the time declined to accept. 
Considering we were such a soft target, hindu muslim people fought 
amongst themselves and left us alone. 
 
We had three alsation dogs Rexena, Ira, Jipsy and a great dane called 
Caesar a great dane. Rexena was the favourite and although most of 
her pups were black, tan and silver with black saddles, and then to 
everyone`s surprise she had two little white pups. Somehow the Raja 
of Hutwa found out that we had two white alsation pups and he came 
over and bought them and sent them over to the UK. We also had 
goats, chickens, ducks, geese and a parrot. 
  
On a clear night the sky would be covered with hundreds of thousands 
of stars, so beautiful to see. Sometimes a bush in the garden would be 
covered with fire flies setting the bush aglow.   
 
We liked British food and sometimes some Anglo Indians would turn the 
leftover roast into Bubble and Squeak and others into Glassie. We got 
more into Indian food the god forbidden Pork Vindaloo was eaten at 
some risk. A few Anglo Indians got very friendly with Johnny Walker 
red/black label, but that was their only vice. If one wanted to be a bikie 
one would join the police force and get a Harley Davidson for free.  

 
We liked English music and rock and roll got us moving, 
so that when rock around the clock with Bill Haley and 
the Comets hit Calcutta people were jiving in the aisles. 
In January 2013 there will be an AI reunion in Calcutta 
and we will be coming from UK, Canada, Australia and 
from all parts of the globe to say goodbye to an old way 
of life. Our children are now British, American, Canadian, 
Australian etc. If I make it I will front up to the well-
known restaurant Nizams for a Kati roll, some Indian 
sweets covered in edible silver and gold, washed down 
with some todi fresh from the palm tree. 
 
Anglo Indians have made immense contributions: During 
World War 1, about 8 thousand Anglo Indians fought in 
Mesopotamia, East Africa and in the European theatre - 
three Anglo Indians were awarded Victoria Crosses. In 
World War 2 they fought at Dunkirk and flew in The 
Battle of Britain. Guy Gibson of the Dambusters was one 
such Anglo Indian. We were also in North Africa, Malaysia 
and the fall of Singapore. Merle Oberon, Juliette Prowse, 
Englebert Humperdinck and Cliff Richards are all Anglo 
Indians. 
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We were never Knights of the Round Table, just a simple people with an uncomplicated way of life, who 
became unassisted migrants. 
 
 
Colin M  20. 12. 2011    
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How to Make Honey by Con F 

 

On the weekends, I go to Daylesford to check on my 

beehives and collect honey for my family. To make 

honey you need one queen bee and 30 000 or 60 000 

worker bees. The queen is a bigger bee. Most of the 

worker bees are female. The few male bees stay in 

the hive for breeding then and they die after 

breeding. 

  

In the Springtime I went looking and found a perfect 

place in the country that has fruit trees and beautiful 

perfumed flowers that attracts the bees to find 

nectar in them.                

                                                                            

The problem this year is that the weather is cold and windy and wet, it is not too easy to go out to bring 

honey I think the weather com biter better then I can get lot of honey. 

 

Con F 20 12 2011 
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MR CORNAFRICA by Kate S 

 

Once upon a time there was a beautiful little girl with big blue eyes called Virginia. 

She lived in a big house on a large farm beside a river and was lonely until her baby sister and brother 

were born. 

 

One night Virginia had a dream and her special friend came in 

to her life, his name was “Mr. Cornafrica.  Mr. Cornafrica was 

invisible to everyone but Virginia. 

 

He was a good man who was half bear and half pig and wore 

a safari suit and a pith helmet. 

Virginia talked to him when she was lonely and shared some 

special secrets with Mr. Cornafrica until she didn’t feel lonely 

anymore. Virginia and Mr. Cornafrica drove round the farm in 

her little blue VW up the sandhills and down the other side 

again. She sat on a big, fat cushion so she could see out the  

window. She loved this little car as it gave her such a sense of 

freedom and she called it “Herbie”.  

Virginia also had a dog she loved very much and called “Monty” and he came in the car with her. They 

were very happy together and always looked after each other. 

 

She also had another friend and he was called “Mr. Cornafrica”.  Virginia’s Mother found out about this 

friend one day when they were at kindergarten . Virginia and her Mother sat down and there was an 

empty chair beside them. A large lady came in to the room and sat down on the spare chair beside 

them. 

 

Virginia burst in to tears and when her Mother asked what was wrong, Virginia said “The fat lady just sat 

on Mr. Cornafrica”! 

 

Her Mother had not heard of this friend before nor could she see him as Mr. Cornafrica was invisible. He 

was Virginia’s imaginary friend when she was lonely on the farm. 

 

Then she got a baby sister called Annabelle and she wasn’t as lonely any more. She still kept Mr. 

Cornafrica  as her friend because Annabelle was still a baby and not big enough to play with. Virginia and 

Mr. Cornafrica had a lot of fun together and went on all sorts of adventures on the farm. Nobody could 

see Mr. Cornafrica except Virginia, he was her buddy. 

 

She wasn’t lonely when Mr. Cornafrica was with her, they had so much fun together. 

 

Then a couple of years later Virginia got a baby brother called Nicholas and couldn’t wait for him to grow 

up so they could play together. 

 

One night Virginia decided to tell her Mother about all the adventures she had with Mr. Cornafrica. 

 

Kate S 6/12/11 
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My Bird by Mary G 

I use to have a bird he was a corolla he was very funny in the 

things he use to do one example is when Jamie and Danny 

came to visit  the corolla was very playful when he was out of 

his cage my son Jamie use to fell a little bite uncertain about 

what he was going to do next because I use to allow him to 

walk flyaround the house  when danneither of the boys were 

visiting  the corelaa use to love to play games like chasing 

Jamie and danny and they use to tell me   to please put him 

back in the cage idid thisbut 

 when the chance he was out he was out againhe was a 

bugger      to  coach the only waymy boyscould getawywas  to  

jumpuponthe couchto get out of the corellas reachbut he use 

tostay as close to the couchso they wouldent get an 

opportunityto get away from himandthey use to keep telling 

me in a pleading way say  please mum get him awaybut the corella wouldent moove the corella use to 

always tilt his head to one side and repeatedly saying cut it outhe would say in an acusanary way as if to 

say you are crazy he would baracde them standing on the coucouchand reperatedly saying cut it out 

what are you doingand the whole time he use to have his head tilted to one side staring direcly at them 

and it was like the parrot wasstrongly relaing the message you will get away from me out over mydead 

body the whole time he was repeating it he use to say it with areal chuckle it was the kind of rell 

infectious lough that once he started every one use to get in hesterics of laughter it was a mixture of this 

uncontrollable laughter and in betweenkeep repeatedlysaying what are you doing cut it outthen jami 

and danny finally got the currage to say its now or neverso when he sais I will go now so he plucked up 

the currage he jumpeped of the couch then he boulted to one of the roomsit was such a funny sight too 

see then the corella then started walking towards the room he was just waddling ther  the whole time 

repetedly saying what are you doing are you crazy and giving out that reall infectious laughter and 

wslowly and patiently waddling towards the ded room where they both baracaded themselves in the 

roomfelling fearfull that some how the parrot migh find his way in it wes haleriouse to see I was killing 

myself loughing and there was Jamie keept asking me has he moved awayfrom the door yet fealing so 

threatened and the bird was just as determent not to give in as much as the way jami was to find a way 

out because the parrot has areeall fetish for attacking peoples shoes and chasingthem around 

repeatedly saying cut it out what are you doing are you crazy or are you out of your mind andgiving out 

that reall infectious loughtit use to crack every one up and repetedly saying in a acussanary way cut it 

out what are you doing    he use to also have a fetish about constantly chasing the cat and the dog 

around the house he use to also keept repeating to them cut it out what are you doingand he use to 

have this chuckle as if to say you are the crazy ones they tried to always get away but he use to always 

catgh up to them even tho he use to waddle slowly  one day we were watching candles by candle light 

and he enjoyed it so much that he use to dance back and forth across his cge enjoing the musikand he 

use to reallyget in to the reall rithem of it he really put his heart and soul in ithe use to also do 

acashionally sing to the songs it was so funny because his voice was slithtly out of tune and it sounded 

like when an old lady use to try and sing but who was unaware her voice was out of tune but it did 

sound like an old lady singing people who visited us were in hesterics of laughter one day thi ladycome 

to visit and this time the parrot was sure he cannot get away with any thing with herwe chukled about it 

because he attemped to to his tricks as usuall thenheld back because this lady gave the message across 

don’t even think about it and he was well behaved the whole day she was at my lpace I couldent believe 

it because once he saw she had a walking stick he was smart enough not to put one step out of line 

Bird On A Limb by Kecia O’Sullivan  

Image source: www.publicdomainpictures.net 
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another day we had another of dannys friends visit and we had the song mambo number 5 and it was a 

song with a rell beat to it and he enjoyed that kind of song that he really got into the rythem of it 

bopping up and down and acashionalyy letting out a acasionall burst of song and it sounded like it was 

out of tune but also like he couldent remember the words either and if I use to get into a 

disagrementwith danny he use to always call out to danny like as if to say please rescue me thuse to 

chase them around the house and the only waythy could get away was to jump up on the couch to get 

out of his reach  but the corella just stood as close to the couch so they wont get an opportunity to get 

away and they would keep saying to me plese mum get him away but the corella wouldent move he just 

stands there waiting till they get of the couch because they were scared of him then when Jamie finally 

plucks up enough currage to because he thinks to himself I now is the right time because if I don’t  have 

the currage now I will be stuck by standing on the couch and I will never be able to get away that is how 

he felt so inti 

 

Mary G 

13 December 2011 
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DREAMS OF A DEMOCRATIC, WELL-MEANING DICTATOR  

by Pasquale de L 

 

In bed, fully asleep, my body twitches uncontrollably; I must be dreaming! I say to myself. Then a very 

loud noise makes me aware of my surrounds but I continue sleeping although in the dream I am fully 

awake. The noise increases to a deafening level; it comes from all directions and sounds like a composite 

of cheering and applause but I find it impossible to identify its source. As I usually do in difficult 

situations, I mentally transport myself to a high location in the sky, well above what is happening. From 

up there all appears clear and logical: The applauses and cheers are for me! I have won! I have been 

elected the first Global President with authority and powers over the entire world.  

 

All nations have embraced my ideas, policies and proposed solutions to the problems threatening our 

lives and the existence of future generations. My mandate is to stop and eliminate all present and future 

wars once and for all. My powers are unlimited, without opposition, scrutiny, interference or judgment. 

 

Immediately I order the activation of all loud-speakers attached to the ninety-six satellites orbiting the 

Earth, previously deployed on my orders in expectation of this nomination. 

 

Now I can deliver an historic acceptance speech knowing it will be clearly heard all around the world, 

not missing even the smallest, still undiscovered, villages in the Amazon or The Himalayas: 

 

Friends! You have placed on me your trust and the honour of leading all nations to a better and 

safer existence, without wars ever again. Thank you! I will not fail you! 

 Past leaders have coined slogans like: “YES WE CAN “to please you, the voters, but then did 

nothing to deliver on their promises. 

 

Today I look you in the eyes and say instead: “YES WE MUST! “And” YES WE WILL!” 

This is my solemn oath and personal promise to each and every one of you! Have faith in me! I 

will take you there!  The journey starts NOW!  Follow me! 

 

Because of my colossal task, I must firstly quarantine all the known rules and conventions of 

Democracy. If we went down the usual path of proposals, consultations, considerations of 

personal needs and interests we would never reach a satisfactory or definitive outcome. Hence I 

alone will take all necessary decisions to erase the word “WAR” from our dictionaries and our 

minds. I know what is good for you and I shall discharge my duty without fear or favours. I will 

accept no remuneration for my work. I will, to the best of my ability, conceive and enact all 

plans needed to achieve our goal in the shortest time possible. When that is done, it will be your 

pleasure to elect me the Supreme Ruler of all Nations for life (and beyond).  

 

Now to work! 

 

Wars are currently part of our lives because we are geared and ever-ready for battle. We spend 

obscene amounts of money to invent and produce evermore powerful armaments and then 

need to justify it by creating conditions leading us to war against other nations that were naive 

and didn’t, or couldn’t, spend as much as we did on war arsenals. To end this once and for all, 

from today: 
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• Every military organization of all nations under my command shall disband and cease to 

exist 

• We shall appropriate all buildings, non-military equipment and territories previously 

used by the war-machine and utilize it for peaceful purposes such as schools, hospitals, 

accommodation or recreation for needy citizens, etcetera 

• All military equipment capable of being offensive or defensive (from nuclear devices 

down to the obsolete bayonet) shall be totally destroyed  

• All Generals that so far have been pushing us to war, because it is all that they know, 

shall be retired, with our thanks, and confined to a place where they can be free but 

under surveillance in order to prevent any future resurgence of dangerous ideas or war 

propaganda 

• The mind blowing billions and trillions of dollars so far allocated by all nations to the 

machine of war shall  be redirected to solve and eradicate the poverty and misery of 

millions of people now suffering “Hell on Earth” unjustly and undeservedly. 

Finally we will need to eliminate all of our presently known enemies. This task is easy to 

accomplish with a beautiful idea of mine acquired many years ago` when I travelled 

extensively through many countries, experiencing the beauty of peace and the misery of 

wars. 

 

After WW2, the machine of war was still actively at work. Many films of the time were 

immortalizing and glamorizing the horrible events that caused so much death and 

destruction. Those Generals responsible for the death of thousands of their own young 

men and many more from the opposite side were decorated with Medals, given 

prestigious government positions and some became top politicians, Ministers and even 

Presidents.  

 

Our fathers, the lucky ones who had survived that tragedy, kept telling the young 

generations how those enemies such as German, Japanese and others were brutal and 

criminal enemies. Even the poor Red Indians of America were depicted in films as 

villains and savages when they occasionally tried to rebel against the atrocities imposed 

upon them.  

 

We heard so many stories and grew up with fear and hate for those “Enemies”. Of 

course from the other sides similar stories and films were promoting similar fear and 

hatred towards us. 

 

Then I started travelling and discovered that young Germans were just like me, friendly 

people wishing to live in peace and not at all like I had been led to believe they would 

be. I met young Japanese friends that, like me, travelled everywhere to see the world 

and to know the people and they also were good, friendly people. Wherever I went I 

had the same experience: people are basically good unless we teach and force them to 

become bad or criminal through training in military institutions or terrorist camps in 

preparation for the next conflict. Such training transforms good people into killing 

machines. The worst of them, receiving additional specialized training, are regarded as 

the elite of the armed forces and reserved for special operations requiring their extreme 

capability and attitude. 
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Returning now to how to eliminate our enemies:  

 

• Make them your friends! Close the military institutions and use their vast network 

of premises, facilities and resources to train young men and women to spread the 

ideals of peace and harmony in the world. 

• From this day all young people shall, at the end of their studies, enrol in a two-year 

peace service to complete their education, see the world, meet and understand new 

people and help to eliminate enemies by becoming their friend. Friends will never 

fight against friends! Hence no more wars!!! 

 

They shall receive special identity documents enabling them to travel free of charge 

around the world by all public transport, including trains, buses, boats and, on a 

stand by basis, on all unsold seats on national and international flights.  Free 

accommodation and meals will be provided in all ex-military facilities and other 

venues assigned for such purposes wherever they go during their quest. 

 

These peace-travellers shall document and prove that they have visited not less 

than 100 countries and return home with an address book full of names and 

addresses of their new friends. The two-year peace service can be extended if they 

so wish. 

 

Over time most nations will need to extend and upgrade their public transport and 

accommodation infrastructures to cope with increasing number of young travellers. 

The cost of doing so will certainly be a minute fraction of the budget needed to 

maintain a military machine of war and it is a much better, wiser and happier 

alternative! 

 

Dear friends, again I thank each of you for enabling me to bring to life a good idea that I 

carried in my heart and mind since I realized that there must be a better way to live in peace 

and harmony.    

Our journey starts now! And …remember...YES WE MUST! 
 

On a future global broadcast I will update you on my next plan to stop and reverse Global 

warming without taxes and, at the same time, gaining 100% employment all around the 

World and…….  

 

I feel something cold repeatedly pushing on my cheek… I’m compelled to open my eyes and see Isabel, 

my faithful German Pointer, indicating that she needs to go outdoors urgently. At this point I realize that 

the exciting situation I was in, the Victory, the applause the speech and all my directives were just a 

dream. I have been dreaming about what I always thought of and knew for many years. I never had the 

opportunity to broadcast globally my ideas but I still think it would work and wish to say to whoever is 

willing to listen: YES WE MUST!!!!!!! 
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One beautiful planet named:  P.P.
2
   in our hands 

Population: over seven billions of Peaceians (all friends) 

ONE Nation, ONE People, ONE Government, ONE Currency, ONE Language 

One Beloved Supreme Ruler for life and beyond 

 

Should we implement this good idea?  YES WE MUST!!! 

 

 

Pasquale de L 20th December 2011 

                                                             
2
 P.P. means “Planet Peace” to everyone excluding me. To me it means “Planet Pasqualia” 


